EXERCISE SET D

51. Every PROFESSOR is RESPECTED by some STUDENT or other.
52. Every PROFESSOR RESPECTS some STUDENT or other.
53. Every STUDENT is RESPECTED by some PROFESSOR or other.
54. Every STUDENT RESPECTS some PROFESSOR or other.
55. For every PROFESSOR, there is a STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT that professor.
56. For every STUDENT, there is a PROFESSOR who doesn't RESPECT that student.
57. For every PROFESSOR, there is a STUDENT whom the professor doesn't RESPECT.
58. For every STUDENT, there is a PROFESSOR whom the student doesn't RESPECT.
59. There is a STUDENT who RESPECTS every PROFESSOR.
60. There is a PROFESSOR who RESPECTS every STUDENT.
61. There is a STUDENT who is RESPECTED by every PROFESSOR.
62. There is a PROFESSOR who is RESPECTED by every STUDENT.
63. There is a STUDENT who RESPECTS no PROFESSOR.
64. There is a PROFESSOR who RESPECTS no STUDENT.
65. There is a STUDENT who is RESPECTED by no PROFESSOR.
66. There is a PROFESSOR who is RESPECTED by no STUDENT.
67. There is no STUDENT who RESPECTS every PROFESSOR.
68. There is no PROFESSOR who RESPECTS every STUDENT.
69. There is no STUDENT who is RESPECTED by no PROFESSOR.
70. There is no PROFESSOR who is RESPECTED by no STUDENT.
71. There is no PROFESSOR who RESPECTS no STUDENT.
72. There is no STUDENT who is RESPECTED by no PROFESSOR.
73. There is no PROFESSOR who is RESPECTED by no STUDENT.
74. There is a STUDENT who doesn’t RESPECT every PROFESSOR.
75. There is a PROFESSOR who doesn’t RESPECT every STUDENT.
76. There is a PROFESSOR who isn’t RESPECTED by every STUDENT.
77. There is a STUDENT who isn’t RESPECTED by every PROFESSOR.
78. There is no STUDENT whom every PROFESSOR RESPECTS.
79. There is no PROFESSOR whom every STUDENT RESPECTS.
80. There is no PROFESSOR who isn't RESPECTED by every STUDENT.
EXERCISE E

81. Everyone who RESPECTS him(her)self RESPECTS everyone.
82. Everyone who RESPECTS him(her)self is RESPECTED by everyone.
83. Everyone who RESPECTS everyone is RESPECTED by everyone.
84. Everyone who RESPECTS every FRESHMAN is RESPECTED by every FRESHMAN.
85. Anyone who is SHORTER than every JOCKEY is SHORTER than JAY.
86. Anyone who is TALLER than KAY is TALLER than every STUDENT.
87. Anyone who is TALLER than every BASKETBALL player is TALLER than every JOCKEY.
88. JAY RESPECTS everyone who RESPECTS KAY.
89. JAY RESPECTS no one who RESPECTS KAY.
90. Everyone who KNOWS JAY RESPECTS at least one person who KNOWS KAY.
91. At least one person RESPECTS no one who RESPECTS JAY.
92. There is a GANGSTER who is FEARED by everyone who KNOWS him.
93. There is a PROFESSOR who is RESPECTED by every STUDENT who KNOWS him(her).
94. There is a STUDENT who is RESPECTED by every PROFESSOR who RESPECTS him(her)self.
95. There is a PROFESSOR who RESPECTS every STUDENT who ENROLLS in every COURSE the professor OFFERS.
96. Every STUDENT who KNOWS JAY RESPECTS every PROFESSOR who RESPECTS JAY.
97. There is a PROFESSOR who RESPECTS no STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT him(her)self.
98. There is a PROFESSOR who RESPECTS no STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT every PROFESSOR.
99. There is no PROFESSOR who doesn't RESPECT every STUDENT who ENROLLS in every COURSE he/she TEACHES.
100. Every STUDENT RESPECTS every PROFESSOR who RESPECTS every STUDENT.
101. Only MISANTHROPES HATE everyone.
102. Only SAINTS LOVE everyone.
103. The only MORTALS who are RESPECTED by everyone are movie STARS.
104. MORONS are the only people who IDOLIZE every movie STAR.
105. Only MORONS RESPECT only POLITICIANS.
EXERCISE F
106. JAY RECOMMENDS every BOOK he LIKES to KAY.
107. JAY LIKES every BOOK RECOMMENDED to him by KAY.
108. Every MAGAZINE that JAY READS is BORROWED from KAY.
109. Every BOOK that KAY LENDS to JAY she STEALS from CHRIS.
110. For every PROFESSOR, there is a STUDENT who LIKES every BOOK the professor RECOMMENDS to the student.

EXERCISE SET G
111. JAY doesn't RESPECT anyone.
112. JAY isn't RESPECTED by anyone.
113. There is someone who doesn't RESPECT anyone.
114. There is no one who isn't RESPECTED by anyone.
115. There is no one who doesn't RESPECT anyone.
116. JAY doesn't RESPECT any POLITICIAN.
117. JAY isn't RESPECTED by any POLITICIAN.
118. There is someone who isn't RESPECTED by any POLITICIAN.
119. There is no one who doesn't RESPECT any POLITICIAN.
120. There is at least one STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT any POLITICIAN.
121. There is no STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT any PROFESSOR.
122. There is no STUDENT who isn't RESPECTED by any PROFESSOR.
123. No STUDENT RESPECTS any POLITICIAN.
124. No STUDENT is RESPECTED by any POLITICIAN.
125. Everyone KNOWS someone who doesn't RESPECT any POLITICIAN.
126. Every STUDENT KNOWS at least one STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT any POLITICIAN.
127. No one who KNOWS JAY RESPECTS anyone who KNOWS KAY.
128. There is someone who doesn't RESPECT anyone who RESPECTS JAY.
129. No STUDENT who KNOWS JAY RESPECTS any PROFESSOR who RESPECTS JAY.
130. There is a PROFESSOR who doesn't RESPECT any STUDENT who doesn't RESPECT him(her).